
Chapter 115 – THE '7-3 INTERACTION'

♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.7 – '3' & THE TRINITY OF PERCEPTION
Before we discuss some specific '7-3 interactions' such as Libra on the cusp of

the 3rd house, we will '♀-reflect', in a more general way, upon the 3rd archetype & the
tricky puzzles that emerge when '1' has splintered into '3'...

From the traditional astrological perspective, '3 Gemini' is ruled by Mercury.
Mercury also rules '6 Virgo' and, so, there is a sense in which '3 Gemini' is a Twin to
the Maiden. Because both '3' & '6' are symbolized by human characters we can take
the view that, even if humans are not allowed (whether by Heisenberg's “uncertainty
principle” or by God) to “reduce” the world to unity (or a singularity), a human can 
“reduce” the world to trinity. This doesn't mean, however, that “reducing” the 
world from quaternity to trinity is without its tricks and puzzles. For example... 

When '3' is inserted in its circular context of the anti-clockwise unfoldment of
the zodiac, we realize that the word “reduce” is only semi-applicable... because, '1' &
'2' have already made their mark, we acknowledge '3''s role in (if not teleology, 
then) “expansion” (to be sure, '9' has stronger links to this “keyword” than does '3' 
but, in order fulfill its link, '9' does well to acknowledge that it stands on the 
shoulders of '3' i.e. 3 x 3 = 9). The key “expansion” of '3' is its capacity to 
“interchange” the dualities that have appeared at '2'. One straightforward example 
is the sense that is located in the mouth & nose: some medicines taste like poison... 
there is more than meets the '2 toungue' of perception (alternatively, dog-haters put 
tasteless poison in juicy meat).

Because of this sense of “expansion”, we need to expand our familiar diagram
and we can dub it, “(systematic doubting) Descartes'-foot-is-now-in-the-door”...

… in other words, when the alchemists came up with the formula “coagulate-
dissolve-coagulate-dissolve-dissolve-coagulate...” they would have better served their
art if they had inserted “interchange” i.e. “coagulate-dissolve-interchange-
coagulate-dissolve-interchange”. Or, to put this in terms of Feynmann's 2D picture 
of the small scale “spacetime dissolves into space and time; space & time can now 
change places; space & time re-coagulate into spacetime”. 

Our semi-expansiveness can help us as we turn to the biologist's/evolutionist's
perspective: being the airy corner of the “hunt” sequence, '3' begins to look a lot like
“run” insofar as birds seem flighty, as opposed to fighty rams and bulls. Despite this,
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we can thank Steven Spielberg for reminding us that teradactyls can be as predatory
as your local T Rex. Indeed, James Cameron took us one step further when his hero,
“Jake” (Sam Worthington), tells us that “there is always a bigger bird”, in 
“Avatar”. Then, when “reductionists” like Larsen remind us that mammals are 
worm food, we realize that (early) birds are more likely to make a meal out of us 
than will any tiger, lion or shark. So, when we talk about fight vs. flight, we need to 
note that “reducing” instinct to the fight-flight duality undermines a human's 
understanding of evolution. 

For Freud, of course, '3''s interchange factor narrows to gender i.e. sometime
in the 3rd year of life, the human infant begins to put (not '2' but) '1' & '2' together to
realize that (i) boys & girls are different, (ii) differences in gender behaviour seem to
be paralleled by differences in gender anatomy and (iii) the role that mother takes in
the generation of this difference is a puzzle to be solved e.g. could father be mother's 
'inspiration' for her naysaying; could he be her policing 'arm' (remembering that '3'
rules the arms)? This puzzle is especially puzzling because, for thousands of years of 
early human evolution, fathering was deemed to be the work of immaterial gods. We
have already made note of the fact that '9' stands on the shoulders/arms of '3'. 

As psychoanalysis evolved, however, Freud's “phallic phase” was 
downplayed in favour of a '3 short–journey', from the Kleinian ('1') “paranoid 
schizoid position” to her ('4') “depressive position” i.e. the (potential) loss of phallus 
can be a screen for the loss of umbilicus and/or loss of breast. This (potential) loss is, 
therefore, complex enough to re-introduce “regressive” psychodynamics e.g. 
“denial”... and, in turn, the so-called “7 deadly sins” –  lust, gluttony, wrath, sloth, 
pride, greed, envy – are taken to when the puzzle becomes too puzzling. 

This psychoanalytic evoution occurred out of Freud's unfinished explorations
into the “narcissistic neuroses” i.e. the neuroses (± psychoses) that appear as a result
of the analysand backing off from the “erotic” '4 family romance'. Freud questioned
whether psychotherapy was possible in cases where “narcissism” was dominant over
“transference”. The point about '3', however, is that it abuts '4'... and, therefore, it is
able to keep asking Freud's question (if it so wishes)...

And, so, we have returned to the dichotomy that was raised in the intro to 
our 'Vol.5.Pt.V' i.e. although the “Age of Gemini” shares the narcissistic character 
of the “Age of Aquarius”, Gemini is, in the anti-clockwise sense, nearer to the erotic 
(right) hemisphere than Aquarius and, in this sense, the Kleinian approach may 
continue to make the best sense to those who might pick up the depth psychological 
baton across the next 20 centuries... at least this is what Michael Fordham & the 
cross-pollenators of Jung & Klein were trying to achieve.

Still, even Michael Fordham didn't distinguish between narcissitic 
masochism and narcissistic sadism. The ongoing question for the Kleinian depth 
psychologists of the “Aquarian (Geminian) Age” will sound something like: with this
analysand, am I able to distinguish between his/her masochism and sadism? If 
masochism dominates (e.g. s/he is more in 4th quadrant 'gestation'), is even Klein's 
approach too ambitious? If sadism dominates (e.g. s/he is more in 1st quadrant 
'infancy') can I now give myself the green light to proceed? The answers to these 
questions may have something to do with the analyst's own horoscope, in particular 
(i) Venus & (ii) planets in his/her own 4th quadrant (& left hemisphere in general). 



Even if s/he answers the questions posed above, s/he may need to answer questions 
about '7-3 specifics', such as...

LIBRA on the 3RD HOUSE CUSP
In the four-elements (rather than the archetypal/numerical) sense, we can say

that the '7-3 interaction' is a 'double up' interaction i.e. both '7' & '3' are 'airy'. This
suggests that those who have Libra placed on the cusp of their (respective) 3rd houses
will be challenged by the anti–clockwise (=developmental) step into their (respective)
4th houses... where there may be some 'double up' of 'air's' opposite function, 
'water'. To put it in terms of '3' & '7': '3' is always changing its mind because it 
needs to view both sides of the argument and '7' can't make up its mind because 
fence-sitting is the most 'balanced' approach to the mind... hence, '3-7' won't even 
come close to making up its mind because the '3 mind' is ever-ready to flip.

So, although '3-7' looks to be a difficult interaction, we can, if we take a wider
view that sees the value of the 11th house relinquishing its cold collective ideals before
the mind enters the right hemispheric 'rise', see something positive in this instability.
Then again, if we take the horoscope of Donald Trump, we realize that the 11th house
may not need to relinquish much in the way of cold collective idealism because it will
have already been rattled by Geminian influence... even though Trump's Mercury is
in Cancer, '3 Mercury' in his 11th house is still '3-ish'.

In fact, Trump is a good example of why 'out-of-context' interpretations often
lead us astray i.e. by itself, a de-contextualised Libra on the 3rd house cusp suggests a
diplomatic approach to thinking and, of course, thus far, Trump has been 
everything but diplomatic in expressing his '3 (taboo) thinking'. For FA, Trump is 
operating out of planets and angles that are developmentally before his 3rd house; his
'7 diplomacy' is wounded by Chiron in Libra in the 2nd house (Jupiter's transit 
through Libra may heal the wounded healer a little), so he prefers to sit back on his 
M.C. and ascendant (energized by Mars in Leo) and, from these vantage points, 
“project” onto those who would play the role of '3 diplomatic brother'. Because the 
ruler of Trump's 3rd house, Venus, is conjunct Saturn in the 11th house, he has even 
more reason to “regress” and “compensate” while the world around him begins to ♫
“du-u-uck & co-o-over”. One wonders if Alec Baldwin is going to wind up in prison.

(Longstanding readers may recall Freudastrology's view regarding 
politicians who have plenty of left hemispheric emphasis). 

Returning to the issue of recommended reading, one book that we FA-ers like
to reference whenever 3rd archetypal themes are swirling in the 'air' is Brian Clark's
“The Sibling Constellation”. Like FA, Brian sees astrology as a useful re-balancer of
the brute un-balanced facts of depth psychology's history. And, appropriately, Brian
begins his study with an examination of the sibling issues that may have troubled the
founders of depth psychology, Freud, (Alfred) Adler and Jung... 

Because Freud was 20 years or so older than Jung, most Freudians see Jung's
'defection' from Freud as an expression of Jung's '4 Oedipal' conflict. When we note
that (at least in some charts) Jung's I.C. is straddled by Taurus, we Freudastrologers
can only but agree with most Freudians. Then again, the great bulk of Jung's 
Taurus is found in the 3rd house... where we also find all the watery planets: Pluto, 
the Moon and Neptune. It remains an open question, therefore, whether Jung's 



'defection' was more a case of '3 sibling' “splitting”.
If, alternatively, Jung had Libra straddling his 3rd house cusp (or natal Venus

in his 3rd house), we would have agreed with the opinion of 'most Freudians' because
Libra is a sign that strives for equality i.e. Jung was happy enough to take Adler and
Freud as equals but Jung saw himself as superceding his depth psychological 'father'
instead of standing harmoniously beside him. In other words, Jung was 'stuck' in the
vertical attitude... the advantage of Libra placed on the cusp of the 3rd house is that it
uses the sibling bond to throw up an image of adult equality and, in doing so, it helps
to 'un-stick' the journey through the difficult Scorpio and Capricorn sectors that are
rattling (if not the I.C., then) the 2nd quadrant's soul-cage. Needless to say, every 
time that Venus transited through Jung's 3rd house and, then, made its way across 
his I.C. and through to his 5th house, he had the chance to 'un-stick' himself... but, 
Venus was not 'strong enough' to help him to spot the differences between fathers 
and brothers, possibly because Jung's natal watery planets were making too much 
(watery) 'noise'. 

From Freud's side of the sibling bond ledger, biographers have made much 
of the fact that his mother was considerably younger than his father & his half–
brother would have seemed to be a better candidate as a mate for his mother. In 
other words, Freud had a tendency to allow the '3 sibling rivalry' dynamic to 
disappear into the '4 Oedipal' dynamic. With 'verticalizing' Capricorn on his 3rd 
house cusp, Freud would not have been keen to listen to any complaint from Jung 
that he was a brother figure to Freud. Therefore, their mutual sibling issues were 
replete with “secondary gain”... as Freud might have explained it, “our sibling issues
were sealed on both sides”.

Despite these simple interpretations, we still need to ask ourselves whether all
Libra on the 3rd house cusp individuals will strive for equality with their siblings and
back away from lifelong sibling rivalry. The answer is difficult to reach because a 
sib can make the conscious claim “I'm struggling for equality” but his/her 
subconscious may be running sibling & father-(parent) together and, therefore, it is 
only after s/he gains his/her equality we see that, in fact, s/he wants to be “more 
equal than others”. This psychodynamic is, of course, rampant in politics... “the 
people”, feeling equal to each other, rebel against their 'verticalizing' police state, 
only to let the 'verticalizers' amongst them to lay the platform of a new, if subtler, 
police state. Not always subtler, of course, as the historians of the Middle East are in 
the midst of now writing.

When a Jungian analyst comes up against his/her analysand's “animus/anima
sygszy”, s/he may notice an undifferentiated mother-wife, father-husband, daughter-
wife, son-husband, mother-daughter or father-son... but noticing an undifferentiated
parent-sibling, mate-sibling or child-sibling may be a long time coming. This doesn't 
have to be a fault of the analyst because analysands usually know enough psychology
to want to 'please' their analysts by talking about their relationships to their parents 
and children. Still, it is up to the analyst to bring the sibling archetype to the analytic
picture (we use the term “sibling archetype” because the 'only child' still has to come
to terms with the “inner sibling”) because it is through the sibling that children 
learn about deceit. In other words, if the child's first experience of deceit is through 
one of the parents, we have a right to assume that the parent-sibling part of the 



analysand's animus/anima sygszy is undifferentiated. Equally (har, har), if the 
analysand reports being deceived by his/her mate-spouse, then we have a right to 
assume that the mate-sibling part of the analysand's animus/anima sygszy is 
undifferentiated i.e. this is the more likely scenario when Libra is on the 3rd house 
cusp... a scenario that runs amok in one of the more recent films of... 

EXAMPLE 115A

Yeah, yeah, we know... four bites at Freud-criticizing Woody's natal chart is 
a little too many, but the fact that Woody has Venus located right on his 3rd house 
cusp in Libra (that also forms a T-cross configuration to his Mars-Pluto opposition) 
is too hard to resist. And, when we notice the year he wrote his Oscar-winning tale 
about a sibling bond – 2012 (it came to theatres in 2013) – was also the year of 
Saturn rolling over his double-Venusian cusp, you, dear reader, would be a harsh 
judge to complain about our fourth bite. By way of introduction, let's review the 
myth of...

Castor & Pollux were born of the same mother, Leda, but of different 
fathers. Castor's father was the mortal king, Tyndareus but Pollux's father was the 
immortal king, Zeus. Castor's death led Pollux to appeal to his father to grant his 
half–brother the same immortal status that he was enjoying, but Zeus decreed that 
only one could reside in Olympus at a time. This meant that they would only be able 
to contact each other as they changed places. 

Thus, we notice a parallel between the myth of Demeter-Persephone-Hades &
the myth of Castor-Pollux-Zeus... their redemptions were, in fact, semi–
redemptions. If Pollux had refused to acknowledge Zeus' decree, he would not only 
be denied brief contact but he would have to live with “survivor guilt”, a condition 
that, in astrology, smacks of “regression” from the 3rd house (if not to the 4th 
quadrant, then at least) to the ascendant. Or, in Kleinian terms, it smacks of the re-
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occupation of the “paranoid schizoid position”... a “position” that may (or may not) 
progress to the more familiar “paranoid schizophrenia” (in Jung's era, “dementia 
praecox”).    

“Blue Jasmine” is one of Woody's more ironic titles because the problem with
“Jasmine” (Cate Blanchett) is that she can't allow herself to be blue i.e. she is unable
to access the “depressive position”. Before Woody introduces us to Jasmine's lifelong
sibling relationship with “Ginger” (Sally Hawkins), he uses flashback to tell us about
Jasmine's undifferentiated animus i.e. her deceitful husband “Hal” (Alec Baldwin) is
more psychological sibling than physical spouse... he winds up playing a Castor-type
role insofar as he commits suicide after his philandering & swindling are uncovered.
In turn, Jasmine plays the Pollux role insofar as she is stuck in a 'permanent appeal'
to her 'inner Zeus' to resurrect her sibling-ish bond in Olympus-heaven. Jasmine, of 
course, is not above deceit to bring the resurrection about... as she rationalizes to her
sister after she meets another high-flyer whom she hopes to marry, “OK, I may have
dressed up a few facts & omitted a few unpleasant details but, in the main, my ideas,
my feelings, my sense of humour... isn't that who I am?”

Everyone omits facts. Is the omission of facts deceit? Answer: impossible 
until we can agree on how the word “deceit” is defined but, for many psychologists, 
deceit can be found at the “aware” pole and delusion sits at the “unconscious” pole 
of what could be called “the deceit–delusion spectrum”. We use the word “aware” 
instead of the word “conscious” because the individual who is fully “conscious” 
doesn't have to lie in the first place. Jasmine, of course, manages to run the full 
gamut from “aware” to “unconscious” as she breaks down into paranoid 
schizophrenia... for example, it is clear that she is “aware” when she informs her 
new beau that her scamming ex-beau was a surgeon. 

OK, so keeping our eye on the “aware” end of the spectrum, to what extent is 
deceit “evil”? Answer: impossible until we can agree on how to define “evil” but, for 
many depth psychologists, the difference between “white lies” and “black lies” is the 
motivating factor... the more motivation is control, the blacker the lie. When we note
that science and politics are about control we can say that political and scientific lies 
are the blackest of all. Yet, politicians and scientists can counter this with the idea of 
the “lying gene” (it exonerates us all!!!), so we can't jump to declarations of “evil” as
quickly as moralist might like. If Jasmine had been in psychotherapy before the shit 
hit the fan, we would have pointed out that, if she doesn't look at the various spectra 
of deceit within, she won't be able to see it without (“takes one to know one” etc. etc.)
and, as a result, she would be setting herself up for trouble. The trouble is, of course,
that individuals with “narcissistic” disorders are poor candidates for psychotherapy,
and, so, the Fates employ her Manhatten-ite friend, “you're the only one that doesn't
know, I've known about Hal's affairs for years but that is not my business”. If it isn't
a friend's business, then who's is it? We'll come back to this when we examine Venus
in Gemini (scroll down) but, first, we'll stick to Woody's take on sibling bonds...   

By comparison with her relationship(s) to Hal (and her Manhatten-ite sister),
Jasmine's relationship with sister-Ginger is the inverse of Castor & Pollux insofar as
she intends to keep her away from Olympus altogether... until, that is, Jasmine needs
to use Ginger's '4 home' as a place to escape from her “paranoid schizoid” miserable
'(10)-1 surface' NYC position. She is also the direct opposite of her Manhatten-ite sib



insofar as she makes it her business business to tell Ginger about the shortcomings 
of the men in her life. It is interesting that Woody's audience are told nothing about 
the sisters' parents. For FA, this points to Woody's Venus not being interested in 
vertical relationships, at least during those times when Venus is colliding with 
Saturn i.e. it is an “undercompensation”. One wonders if Woody's psychotherapists 
were altogether too “strictly Freudian” to consider, as Woody does here, that the 
sibling bond maybe more difficult to '7 balance' than the parent-child “passive 
identification”.

VENUS IN GEMINI
Our reference book for mythology is the multi-authored, “Mythology: myths,

legends & fantasies”, chief consulted by associate professor of children's literature &
Jungian psychotherapist, Dr. Alice Mills. The book is useful to us insofar as there 
are no Jungian interpretations. As insightful as Marie-Louise von Franz' 
interpretations are, it is always worth reading the myth as it was heard by children 
and the ancients because this allows it to work on one's own “active imagination” as 
a dream tends to do when one is waking up. When my analysands turn up to their 
sessions, they often like to tell me (as I often used to tell my own analyst) what their 
dreams mean... and, unfortunately, it becomes my task to tell my analysands that, if 
they knew what their dreams meant, they would not likely have dreamt them in the 
first place. For Freud, dreams point to things in the past that don't want to be 
remembered in the daytime; for Jung, dreams indicate future possibilities that have 
not yet been thought through in the daytime. The clearest way to think into the 
future is by remembering the past, a skill that may come easier to Venus in Gemini 
than to Venus in other signs or other planets in Gemini. 

Although it was Freud who coined the term “resistance” (e.g. even though the
analysand had a severe 'toothache', s/he would still push his/her 'dentist' away when 
the latter grabbed hold of his 'tooth-puller'), Jung drew on a term, “massa confusa”,
when describing that part of the therapy when the analyst sets to giving the opposite 
interpretation to a dream, symptom or event to what his/her analysand does... not so
much to be cruel but because, by the very fact that the analysand is willing to go into
analysis, the analyst can assume that his/her analysand's self-interpretations have, to
this point, been too one-sided. As Marie-Louise von Franz writes it, “some people, 
by great mental and psychological effort, sacrifice one pole of an essential conflict in 
the hope of establishing peace within their souls with the remainder... for instance, 
in the monastic life, money and sex are cut out (and, by doing so, they cut out 
innumerable conflicts) and, by retiring from such difficulties, establishment of peace
in the soul is sought. The whole Christian idea of inner peace is in this direction i.e. 
one cuts out a certain aspect of evil which appears impossible to integrate and, then, 
one artificially tries to establish harmony with the remainder. All over the world, 
humans tend to go in this direction... it is probably inevitable, for one needs from 
time to time to be able to set aside an insoluble problem. It is as though there were 
resting places where one has a moment of peace, though one has the dim feeling that 
this conflict is not solved and will reappear after a time. This can be seen in people 
who draw mandalas and in doing so leave a part outside”. Marie's mentor would, 
here, remind us that the major part of the mandala which is “left outside” is the 



“shadow”... that which is longest at dawn but begins to be integratable as mid-day 
approaches.

Gemini is that part of the zodiac that symbolizes the “semi-consciousness” of 
the fact that humans are not g/God(s). Whenever something is stolen from or tricked
out of us, we can be reasonably certain that our relationship to the lost thing was not
human enough. Indeed, the problem is that we didn't have a 'relationship to' the lost
thing... or, in other words, the problem is that we were 'identified with' the lost 
thing. And, at some level, the lost thing is our sense of divinity. Hence the myth of 
Castor & Pollux. But, why do we say “semi-consciousness”? A: because “full 
consciousness” is only reachable after Cancerian water has its input. The notion of 
Klein's “depressive position” is, no doubt, better than no notion of it, but the 
emotional reality of Klein's “depressive position” is the real goal. We need to reach 
our human 'Castor'. Because every argument of the mental realm can be countered 
by its opposite (argument), we trick ourselves out of our humanity just as easily as 
we trick ourselves into it... this is why depth psychologists see the nonsense of 
philosophical arguments. One's emotion is the source of one's inner reality. Our 
upcoming Venus in Gemini example seems to have had plenty of Venusian insight 
into this. 

Returning to our ongoing interest in the myth of Psyche & Eros, we now need
to test our readers' patience... we are going to “go Geminian” and ask our readers to
see the right hemisphere as a hemisphere of “unconsciousness” i.e. as if going 
against our overall view that the left hemisphere (in particular, Pisces–Aquarius–
Capricorn) is the seat of “unconsciousness” and the right hemisphere (in particular, 
Sagittarius–Scorpio–Libra) is the seat of “consciousness”, we are going to 
distinguish two species of “unconsciousness” (i) “natural unconsciousness”: we 
Freudastrologers don't have any aim to (further) “repress” left hemispheric 
running-hunting instincts; our aim is to outline the two pathways through the left 
hemisphere – clockwise/anti-clockwise – and promote the latter & (ii) “artificial 
unconsciousness”: in Jung's “two essays”, he explains that the individual who 
forcibly remains “unconscious” when it is high time to become “conscious” is in the 
more precarious psychological state; this “high time” is, of course, when the a planet
“of consciousness” (i.e.the Sun, Venus, Jupiter) heads into the individual's right 
hemisphere. It is in this Jungian spirit that Freudastrology interprets Psyche's last 
task – to enter Persephone's underworld (i.e. “unconscious”) domain and retrieve a 
pot of beauty cream – to show Aphrodite that she had learned something about the 
difference between the human and divine spheres and, perhaps, to have something 
to offer Aphrodite if the impossible happened i.e. her return from the realm where, 
as they say, one should “lose all hope, ye who enter”...

When told of this task, Psyche's first reaction was, indeed, to “lose hope”. She
climbs a tower from which she can throw herself to her death (i.e. “regression” from
Gemini to Capricorn) but the tower itself began to speak to her in a very similar way
that the gods speak to Perseus. Instead of a sword, an invisible helmet & a mirroring
shield, however, Psyche is given two coins, two barley cakes & instruction about how
to make it “there and back”. We see this as yet another example of Psyche's access 
to the right hemisphere i.e. in the same way that her Piscean arc was helped by 
Virgoan ants, her Arien arc was helped by Libra's sundown and her Taurean arc 



was assisted by the Scorpio horn and eagle of Sagittarian Zeus, so is her Geminian 
arc assisted by a Sagittarian vision out of a Capricornian tower. The reason Psyche 
has this access is because (i) Venus' transit from diameter to diameter is relatively 
rapid and (ii) Venus has, in any case, a memory that wouldn't flinch at a slow 
transit. Her problem, as we shall see in 'Vol.5.PtVI', is her behaviour regards the pot
of beauty. In any event...  

Even if Venus' memory of its journey through Sagittarius has faded, Venus 
in Gemini has the '9-ish' vision to see through Cancer-Leo-Virgo to the other side of 
the 2nd quadrant and to Venus' “centroverted” home. This version of '3-7' has the 
chance to begin relationships in a sibling-ish (i.e. incestuous) mode and allow them 
to flower into horizontal (i.e. exogamous) equality. This capacity is highlighted in the
following director's most celebrated film...                          

EXAMPLE 115B

The fact that you are still reading FA, dear reader, tells us that you don't 
care that our horoscope sketches are 'minimalist' i.e. as depicted above (yet again), 
we are not fussed with minor aspects. We do acknowledge, however, that our 
sketches fail to show the most important major aspect... the conjunction. George 
Cukor's horoscope is a case in point of our failure i.e. not only does George have a 
new Moon in Cancer, his Neptune-Venus conjunction in Gemini is very tight (<1º). 
With Neptune being the dynamic expression of '12' and with Venus being the 
dynamic expression of '2' & '7', we could argue that George has a gift for 'feeling' 
the path from '12', through '2'-'3', to '7'. Then again, we could argue that Neptune 
does little more than drown Venus in an ocean of “narcissistic” delusion. Either way,
it would be during George's Neptune square Neptune “midlife crisis” that he would 
direct, as noted at the end of our prior section, his most celebrated movie, “The 
Philadelphia Story”... a tale, so appropriate for Neptune-Venus in Gemini, about a 
brother-sister pair of gossip columnists trying to get the inside story on a “society 
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wedding”.
From the psychological astrological perspective, Cukor's horoscope poses the 

question: what deserves our initial attention... Venus in '3 Gemini' or Venus 
conjunct '12 Neptune'? Answer: because Homo sapiens is neotenous-womby, we 
might as well '1 begin' with the '1 conjunction' that involves '12'...

When discussing 'Cancer on the Descendant' ('Ch.108'), we called on Michael
Corleone's famous line, “just when I thought I was out, they drew me back in!”. This
line could be the catchcry of anyone who has '10-11-12' getting mixed up in the 
lower hemispheric signs and planets. The endogamous shenanigans of '3' & '4' are 
difficult enough already without being mixed up in the a-ogamous shenanigans of 
'11' & '12'. Longstanding readers will know that a-ogamy (and/or a-ogamous incest)
is (are) our neologism(s) for the reproductive aspect of '11' & '12'... we coined it 
(them) to gather together items such as exponential mitotic reproduction, cloning, 
anonymous mating under collective banners (e.g. “Moonie” style arranged 
marriages), eugenics etc. etc. under one banner. Via “dissociation” and/or 
“dissolution”, '11' & '12' undermine the developmental process that sees '3' & '4' 
endogamy superseded by '7' & '8' exogamy. In other words, '1' & '2' have a 
boundary-making role to play so that '3' can see that it is not '12'. Thus, Jung's 
reference to the images of the “Rosarium Philosophorum” i.e. the upsurging bath 
depicted in the 1st image ('12') disappears in the 2nd ('1') & 3rd ('2') images so that the
(downsurging) dove has a chance to exert its influence before '4''s endogamy enters 
the fray.

George's natal Venus-Neptune, therefore, points to trouble accepting that 
“'3' is not '12'” and, in turn, we can guess that he had some sexual-developmental 
arrest. This is confirmed by his biography... he threw Hollywood parties that were 
attended by “narcissistic flower boys”. Hollywood's reputation as a post-modern 
Babylon was in full swing by the 1920's and, since then, it has always been the target
of crusading moralists... but, moral judgement of sexuality first requires insight into 
where 'can't' (develop sexuality) stops and 'won't' (develop sexuality) begins i.e. an 
issue that only God knows. This is why Freud's “scientific” attitude to sex helps 
“God”, and why we take the view that, the closer the difficult conjunction, the more 
'can't' & less 'won't' there is. Either way, the key issue for the psychotherapist is the 
addendum, 'with me' i.e. if there is no development in this analysis, that doesn't 
mean that another analyst couldn't do better. Meanwhile, back at the ranch of, “The
Philadelphia Story”...

“Tracy Lord” (Katherine Hepburn) is one of Hollywood's greatest archetypal
“animus possessed” women i.e. high-minded, opinionated and worried enough about
what “everyone thinks” that she consents to marry “George” (John Howard), a man
who can't love. This upcoming society wedding is, in fact, Tracy's second marriage...
the first marriage to “C.K. Dexter Haven” (Cary Grant) ended in acrimony because 
she couldn't (…errr wouldn't) forgive his weakness for alcohol. Tracy never realized
that Dexter drank because she was too emotionally remote. In other words, the more
remote she got, the more he drank into a “vicious cycle”. The circuit-breaker for this
“boy loses girl; act II” is the mercurius figure, “Macauley Connor” (James Stewart),
who romances Tracy away from George and, with her, 'descends into a bath' i.e. 
into the swimming pool after midnight. It is only in the final scene that she (& we) 



work/s out that Macauley was only a functionary i.e. a figure who was able to 'warm
her up' for her “boy gets girl again” re-marriage to C.K..

For those who care for the psychoanalytic angle, there are (at least) two ways 
to view Macauley, (i) as Tracy's re-parenter: the analyst becomes the re-father of the
analysand daughter because her real-life father didn't teach her about the difference
between a “relationship to” and “possession by” her “animus” or (ii) as Tracy's 
male sibling (in the story, Tracy does have a sister): the analyst becomes the brother 
of the analysand-sister because she needs to learn more about how sibling 
relationships are the model for 'equality'... a quality that every '7 marriage' needs. 
Because Macauley is a '3-ish' gossip columnist, it is much easier to go with '(ii)'. 
Another reason that we can go with '(ii)' is that psychological sibling incest lends 
itelf to witty comedies more than does psychological father-daughter incest. (To be 
fair, however, George's father-daughter psychological incest movie, “My Fair 
Lady”, is pretty funny). And, as Jung liked to remind analytic psychologists, the 
marriage of two sets of siblings appeals to the primitive in all of us i.e. to our distant 
memories of the “cross cousin marriage”.


